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Cooperative Co-evolutionary Module Identification
with Application to Cancer Disease Module
Discovery
Shan He∗, Guanbo Jia, Zexuan Zhu, Daniel A. Tennant, Qiang Huang, Ke Tang, Jing Liu, Mirco Musolesi, John
K. Heath, and Xin Yao Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—Module identification or community detection in
complex networks has become increasingly important in many
scientific fields because it provides insight into the relationship
and interaction between network function and topology. In
recent years, module identification algorithms based on stochastic
optimization algorithms such as Evolutionary Algorithms have
been demonstrated to be superior to other algorithms on small to
medium scale networks. However, the scalability and resolution
limit problems of these module identification algorithms have
not been fully addressed, which impeded their application to
real-world networks. This paper proposes a novel module identi-
fication algorithm called Cooperative Co-evolutionary Module
Identification to address these two problems. The proposed
algorithm employs a cooperative co-evolutionary framework to
handle large scale networks. We also incorporate a recursive
partitioning scheme into the algorithm to effectively address the
resolution limit problem. The performance of our algorithm is
evaluated on twelve benchmark complex networks. As a medical
application, we apply our algorithm to identify disease modules
that differentiate low and high grade glioma tumours to gain
insights into the molecular mechanisms that underpin the pro-
gression of glioma. Experimental results show that the proposed
algorithm has a very competitive performance compared with
other state-of-the-art module identification algorithms.
Index Terms—Modularity identification, community detection,
cooperation co-evolutionary, complex networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many complex systems, such as social [1], [2] and bio-
logical networks [3], can be naturally represented as complex
networks. A complex network consists of nodes (or vertices)
and edges (or links) which respectively represent the individual
members and their relationships in systems. Based on complex
network representation, many theories and methods in graph
theory can be applied to enable us to gain insights into
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complex systems. In recent years, the study of complex net-
works has attracted more and more attention. One of the most
studied complex network properties is community structure
[4], which is usually considered as the division of networks
into subsets of vertices within which intra-connections are
dense, while between which inter-connections are sparse. The
identification of the community structure provides important
information about the relationship and interaction between
network function and topology.
In the past few years, many methods have been proposed
to detect the underlying community structures in complex
networks [4], [5], [6]. Among them, the most popular meth-
ods are modularity maximization based on the definition of
modularity [4]. The popularity of the methods is mainly due
to the superior performance on real-world complex networks
to other methods. Many deterministic optimization algorithms
such as greedy algorithms have been employed to maximize
the modularity in order to find the optimal division of complex
networks [4]. However, in [7] the authors found that as a
complex network becomes more modular, the global optimal
partition becomes harder to find among the exponentially
growing number of suboptimal, but competitive, alternatives.
This so-called extreme degeneracy problem indicates that we
should treat the results from those deterministic optimization
algorithms, which only return unique usually suboptimal so-
lution, with “particular caution” because it might “obscure
the magnitude of the degeneracy problem and the wide range
alternative solutions” [7].
Several stochastic modularity maximization methods have
been proposed to optimize modularity [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13]. Among them, the most successful ones are those based on
evolutionary algorithms, e.g., the genetic algorithm [9], [10],
[11] and differential evolution [12], [13], [14], [15]. However,
although these algorithms have achieved satisfactory results on
small to medium scale networks, their performance on large-
scale networks is not even competitive compared with that of
the greedy search algorithms.
In order to address the scalability problem, this paper pro-
poses Cooperative Co-evolutionary Modularity Identification
(CoCoMi) algorithm. CoCoMi incorporates a Cooperative
Co-evolution (CC) framework which employs a divide-and-
conquer strategy to divide a large-scale network into sev-
eral small-scale subnetworks and evolves those subnetworks
independently and co-adaptively [16], [17], [18]. Compared
with traditional EAs [19], [20], [21], [22], the advantages of
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the CC framework are: 1) it is capable of handling large-
scale optimization problems; and 2) it can better deal with
problems with complex structures. Such framework is very
natural and attractive to modularity identification because of
two distinctive properties of complex networks: 1) large scale,
e.g., consisting of thousands or even millions of nodes; and
2) highly structured, e.g., community structure. We propose
a novel node grouping scheme to dynamically decompose
a complex network into several smaller scale subnetworks.
A subpopulation with a local moving (LM) scheme is then
employed to detect communities in each subnetwork. Subse-
quently, for the subpopulation corresponding to a subnetwork,
a representative individual from each of the other subpopula-
tions is selected and concatenated to every individual in this
subpopulation to construct a combined population of complete
n-dimensional candidate solutions to evolve this subnetwork.
In addition, an adapted Kernighan-Lin (KL) [23] moving
scheme is adopted for the whole network to improve the
results.
Using the aforementioned CC framework, our algorithm
can obtain partitions with better modularity values than other
EA-based algorithms. However, due to the resolution limit
(RL) of the modularity [24], it is known that some com-
munities in large real-world complex networks are deem to
be undetectable by modularity maximization methods because
the maximum modularity does not necessarily indicate the
optimal or natural partition of networks. This resolution limit
(RL) of the modularity is serious since it will distort the true
community structure of networks. We tackle this problem by
incorporating recursive partitioning scheme [25] into CoCoMi,
that is, we apply CoCoMi iteratively to the communities found
by the previous run of CoCoMi to detect small communities
hidden in a large community.
We first thoroughly evaluate the performance of CoCoMi
on a large set of 12 benchmark complex networks including
5 medium to large scale networks and three resolution limit
benchmark networks in comparison to other state-of-the-art
MI algorithms. We then apply to identify disease modules
that differentiate low and high grade glioma tumours to help
us to understand the molecular mechanisms that underpin the
progression of gliomas, a major kind of the brain cancer.
II. RELATED WORK
Various kinds of algorithms have been proposed to detect the
community structures in networks during the past decade. The
most well-known algorithm perhaps is the Girvan-Newman
(GN) algorithm [26] which is a divisive method that iteratively
removes the edges with the greatness betweenness value based
on betweenness centrality. Later, Newman [27] presented an
agglomerative hierarchical clustering method based on the
greedy optimization of the network modularity. This method
iteratively joins communities of nodes in pairs and chooses the
join with the greatest increase in the modularity at each step.
Moreover, based on the original strategies, its faster version [4]
was proposed by using some shortcuts and some sophisticated
data structures.
Duch and Arenas [8] proposed a divisive algorithm referred
as to EO to detect communities in complex networks. This
algorithm uses a heuristic search based on the extremal
optimization to optimize the network modularity to detect
communities in networks, and basically operates optimizing
a global variable by improving extremal local variables that
involve coevolutionary avalanches.
Pujol et al. [9] presented an agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm named PBD to identify communities in
networks. PBD is based on the spectral analysis and mod-
ularity optimization to achieve a good compromise between
efficiency and accuracy in clustering networks.
Pizzuti [11] proposed a multiobjective genetic algorithm
named MOGA-Net to uncover community structure in net-
works. This MOGA-Net is not to optimize the network mod-
ularity but to optimize two objective functions in which one
objective is to maximize the number of connections inside each
community while the other one is to minimize the number
of interconnections between communities in a partition of
networks.
Gong et al. [10] presented a memetic community detection
algorithm named Meme-Net to detect communities in net-
works. This Meme-Net optimizes the quality function named
modularity density including a tunable parameter that allows
one to explore the network at different resolutions. Moreover,
Meme-Net combines a genetic algorithm with a hill-climbing
strategy as the local search procedure.
We have also proposed a Cooperative Co-evolutionary Dif-
ferential Evolution based Community Detection (CCDECD)
algorithm [13] recently. Based on the Differential Evolution
framework, a randomized grouping scheme is designed to
decompose a complex network into smaller subnetworks in
CCDECD. However, it is worth mentioning that, different from
CoCoMi, the grouping scheme in CCDECD does not take the
connectivity information into account, which might generate
lots of isolated nodes. Moreover, a new mutation operator
is also designed in CCDECD to make use of connectivity
information of networks to improve the search ability. Unlike
CoCoMi, no local search operator is used in CCDECD.
To validate its performance, CCDECD is applied to several
benchmark social networks and a protein-protein interaction
networks.
However, it is worth mentioning that, all the algorithms
mentioned above, especially those based on evolutionary al-
gorithms, suffered from the scalability problem. For example,
the largest network (Erdo¨s co-author network) tackled in [11],
[10], [12], [13] consists only 6927 nodes. The results, e.g.,
the modularity values obtained by those algorithms, are even
worse than those of deterministic algorithms.
III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
We give the details of the proposed CoCoMi algorithm. The
key steps of CoCoMi are summarized in Algorithm 1 and
its flowchart is shown in Fig. 1. The representation, fitness
function, initialization, node grouping scheme, two moving
operators and recursive partitioning scheme of the algorithm
are detailed in the following sections.
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Start
Set g = 0, where g is the generation number and 
gmax is the maximum number of generations .
Generate the initial population Pg randomly.
g = g + 1
Split the n-dimensional network into m 
subnetwork Gi (i=1,...,m), where the subnetwork 
Gi consists of s indices of nodes (n=m×s) by 
using a proposed node grouping scheme.
Evolve each subpopulation SPi for Gi by 
extracting s genes as defined by Gi from Pg.
Optimize the network partition of the whole 
network represented by using the adapted 
Kernighan-Lin moving scheme for gw 
generations, and update g = g + gw.
g < gmax?
Output the optimal partition into communties for 
the best individual Ibest in Pg.
Y
N
End
Fig. 1. The flowchart of CoCoMi.
Start
Y
i = 1
For the i-th subnetwork Gi (i=1,…,m), construct 
subpopulation SPi by extracting s genes as 
defined by Gi from the whole population Pg for 
the whole network.
i < m?
Use a standard DE and a local moving scheme to 
evolve SPi to detect the network partition of Gi.
Select the best individual SIbest from SPi.
Update population Pg by replacing the s genes 
defined by Gi with SIbest.
i = i + 1
N
End
Fig. 2. The evolving of subnetworks.
Algorithm 1 CoCoMi algorithm
1: Set g as the generation number and gmax as the maximum
number of generations.
2: g = 0.
3: Randomly initialize the population Pg .
4: while g < gmax do
5: g = g + 1.
6: Split the n-dimensional complex network into m sub-
networks Gi (i = 1, . . . ,m), where Gi consists of s
indices of nodes (n = m × s) using a proposed node
grouping scheme (See Section III-C and Section III-E
for details).
7: for i = 1 to m do
8: Construct subpopulation SPi for Gi by extracting s
genes as defined by Gi from Pg .
9: Optimize the network partition by using a standard
DE and a local moving scheme to maximize the mod-
ularity of Gi with gs generations for subpopulation
SPi (See Section III-F for details).
10: g = g + gs.
11: Select the best individual SIbest from SPi.
12: Update population Pg by replacing the s genes de-
fined by Gi with SIbest.
13: end for
14: Optimize the network partition of the whole network
represented by using the adapted Kernighan-Lin moving
scheme with gw generations (See Section III-G for
details).
15: g = g + gw.
16: end while
17: Output the optimal partition of communities for the best
individual Ibest in Pg .
A. Standard Differential Evolution
Differential evolution (DE) proposed by Storn and Price
[28], [29], [30] is a very simple yet efficient evolutionary algo-
rithm. It starts the search with an initial population containing
NP individuals randomly sampled from the search space, and
then one individual called the target vector in the population
is used to generate a mutant vector by the mutation operation.
One popular mutation strategy “rand/1” [31], [32], [33], [34]
employed in CoCoMi is as follows:
~vi = ~xr1 + F × (~xr2 − ~xr3), (1)
where i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , NP}, r1, r2 and r3 are inte-
gers randomly selected from {1, 2, · · · , NP} and satisfy
r1 6=r2 6=r3 6=i, the scaling factor F is usually a real number
between 0 and 1, the decision vector ~xi = (xi1, xi2, ..., xin)
with n decision variables is the individual in the population
and also called the target vector, and ~vi = (vi1, vi2, ..., vin) is
the mutant vector.
After mutation, all the components of the mutant vector
are checked whether they violate the boundary constraints.
In the mutant vector ~vi, if the jth component vij violates
the boundary constraint, then vij is reflected back from the
violated boundary constraint as follows [33]:
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vij =
 2LBj − vij , if vij < LBj2UBj − vij , if vij > UBj
vij , otherwise
(2)
where LBi and UBi are the lower and upper bounds of the
ith decision variable xi, respectively.
Subsequently, the crossover operation is implemented on the
mutant vector ~vi and the target vector ~xi to generate a trial
vector ~ui. And a commonly used crossover operation is the
binomial crossover which is executed as follows:
uij =
{
vij , if rand ≤ CRor j = jrand
xij , otherwise
(3)
where i ∈ {1,2,· · · ,NP}, j ∈{1,2,· · · ,n}, rand is a uniformly
distributed random number between 0 and 1, jrand is a
randomly selected integer from 1 to n, CR is the crossover
control parameter, and uij is the jth component of the trial
vector ~ui.
Finally, the target vector ~xi is compared with the trial vector
~ui in terms of their objective function values (i.e., f (~xi) and
f (~ui) ) considering the maximum optimization and the better
one survives into the next generation:
~xi =
{
~ui, if f(~ui) ≥ f(~xi)
~xi, otherwise
(4)
B. Individual representation
CoCoMi uses the community identifier-based representation
[35] to represent individuals in the population for modularity
identification in networks. For a graph G = (V,E) with n
nodes, the kth individual in the population is a vector that
consists of n genes ~xk = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} in which each gene
xi can be assigned an allele value j in the range {1, 2, . . . , n}.
The gene and allele represent the node and the community
identifier (commID) of communities in G respectively. Thus,
xi = j denotes that the node i belongs to the community
whose commID is j, and nodes i and d belong to the same
community if xi = xd. Since at most n communities exist in
G the maximum value of commID is n. Fig. 3 provides an
illustration example.
In the above representation, all the communities in G and
all the nodes belonging to each community can be identi-
fied straightforward from individuals in the population. For
instance, in Fig. 3 the individual {1,1,1,1,2,2,2} represents the
partition {{1,2,3,4},{5,6,7}} of the graph G. The community
identifier-based representation is very simple and effective.
Moreover, the number of communities is automatically deter-
mined by the individuals and no decoding process is required
in this representation.
C. Fitness function
Newman and Girvan [26] proposed the modularity to
measure the strength of the community structure found by
algorithms. The modularity is a very efficient quality metric for
estimating the partitioning of a network into communities and
has been used by many modularity identification algorithms
recently ([4], [27], [35]).
CoCoMi also employs the modularity which is maximized
as the fitness function to evaluate individuals in the population.
The modularity is defined as follows [35].
Q =
nc∑
j=1
[
lj
L
−
(
dj
2L
)2]
, (5)
where j is the commID, nc is the total number of communities,
lj is the number of edges in community j, L is the total
number of edges in the network and dj is the sum of the
degrees of all nodes in community j.
Using the network in Fig. 3 as an example, there are 7
nodes and 10 edges in total (i.e., L = 10). Considering the
community structure found by using the genotype as shown
in Fig. 3, there are two communities with commID from 1
to 2 (i.e., nc = 2 and j = 1, 2). In the first community
(j = 1), there are l1 = 6 edges in this community, four nodes
with the degree of 3, 3, 3 and 4 respectively, which gives
d1 = 3 + 3 + 3 + 4 = 13, and 6 edges in total, while, in the
second community (j = 2), there are l2 = 3 edges in this
community, three nodes each of which has a degree of 2, 2
and 3 respectively, which gives d2 = 2 + 2 + 3 = 7, and 3
edges in total. By plugging these numbers into Equation (5),
we can calculate the modularity of this community structure
of this network Q = 0.355.
D. Initialization
At the beginning of the initialization process, CoCoMi
places each node into a random community by assigning
a random commID and generates individuals in the initial
population. However, such random generation of individuals
is likely to generate individuals that consist of isolated nodes
having no connectivity with each other in the original network.
Considering that nodes in the same community should connect
with each other and in the simple case are neighbors, the
initialization process proposed in [35] is used to overcome
the above drawbacks. The process works as follows: once
an individual is generated, some nodes in an individual are
randomly selected and their commIDs are assigned to all of
their neighbors.
E. Node grouping scheme
Similar to the random grouping framework in [16], the main
idea behind CoCoMi is also to split a large network into m
subnetworks, and then identify communities in each of them
with a standard EA. Previously, we have already applied the
random grouping framework in [13] to community detection.
However, we found that the random grouping scheme is not
suitable for modularity identification in complex networks
because it does not employ connectivity information of net-
works when splitting them into subnetworks. As a result, the
generated subnetworks may have many isolated nodes, which
will deteriorate the search performance of EA for modularity
identification in networks. Therefore, we introduce a novel
node grouping scheme which utilizes the neighborhood infor-
mation of nodes when splitting networks into subnetworks.
This node grouping scheme works as Algorithm 2 and its
flowchart is shown in Fig. 4.
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(b)
(c)
6
7
1
2 4
3
5
(a)
6
7
1
2 4
3
5
  1     2    3    4     5    6    7Position
Genotype   1     1    1    1     2    2    2 
Fig. 3. (a) A network with seven nodes. (b) A genotype of the network. (c) The community structure identified by the genotype.
Start
Randomly split the whole network G including n 
nodes into m subnetworks Gi 
Perform the local moving scheme on these m 
subnetworks Gi measured by the modularity to 
generate m new subnetworks
Construct the group of nodes with m subgroups 
of nodes extracted from these m subnetworks
End
Fig. 4. The flowchart of the node grouping scheme.
Algorithm 2 Node grouping scheme
1: Split the whole network G with n nodes randomly into
m subnetworks {G1,. . .,Gm} with each subnetwork Gi
containing s nodes and edges connecting them.
2: Perform the local moving scheme on these m subnetworks
{G1,. . .,Gm} measured by the modularity and generate m
new subnetworks {G′1,. . .,G′m}.
3: Construct the group of nodes containing m subgroups in
which each subgroup consists of nodes extracted from
each subnetwork G′i (i = 1, . . . ,m).
In Algorithm 2, firstly the whole network G including n
nodes is split into m subnetworks {G1,. . .,Gm} in which
each subnetwork Gi contains s nodes (i.e., n = m × s)
and edges connecting these nodes. Then, the local moving
scheme described in Section III-F is performed on these m
subnetworks, and outputs m new subnetworks {G′1,. . .,G′m}
with high quality measured by the modularity (see Section
III-C for details). According to these m new subnetworks,
we construct the group of nodes containing m subgroups in
which each subgroup consists of nodes extracted from each
subnetwork G′i (i = 1, . . . ,m). By the above node grouping
scheme, CoCoMi can divide all nodes of a network into
several subgroups of nodes with high quality, that is, those
tightly interacting nodes will be grouped together, which will
ultimately generate a better grouping of nodes than putting
nodes with no any connections together in networks.
F. Local moving scheme
The local moving (LM) scheme [36] employed in CoCoMi
works as follows. First, we find all its neighbors of each node
i in the network. Then, for its each neighbor j, we generate
a new partition by moving node i from its community into
the community of its neighbor j. Subsequently, the increase
of modularity of the new partition is computed. After having
computed all the increase of modularity for all neighbors of
node i, we select the best move for node i, that is, moving node
i into the community for which the increase of modularity
of the new partition is positive and maximum. However, if
all the above generated partitions for node i have no positive
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Algorithm 3 Adapted Kernighan-Lin moving scheme
1: Set PG as the best found partition of a network and Qbest
as its corresponding modularity.
2: Compute the modularity Q(PC) of the partition PC for
the current individual.
3: PG = PC
4: Qbest = Q(PC)
5: repeat
6: for i = 1 to n do
7: Perform the globally best move (see Section III-G
for details) of the ith node in PC to generate a new
partition PN .
8: Compute the modularity Q(PN) of PN .
9: if Q(PN) > Qbest then
10: PG = PN
11: Qbest = Q(PN)
12: end if
13: if PG is not improved in the last k moves then
14: break
15: end if
16: end for
17: PC = PG
18: until no improvement of PC is found.
Start
For each individual in the population
Y
For each node in the individual
Perform the globally best move
N
End
The best found partition 
has been improved in the moves of 
the last k nodes?
Find any partition with 
improved modularity for nodes?
Y
N
Output improved individuals in the population
Fig. 5. The flowchart of the adapted Kernighan-Lin moving scheme.
increase of modularity, we do not move node i and make it
stay in its original community. The above process is performed
repeatedly through all nodes in randomized order and selects
the best move for all nodes, until no further increase of
modularity can be achieved for any node in the network.
G. Adapted Kernighan-Lin moving scheme
CoCoMi employs an adapted Kernighan-Lin (KL) moving
scheme [23], [36] to optimize the partition of the whole net-
work after the CC operation. The adapted KL moving scheme
including an inner loop and an outer loop is implemented as
described in Algorithm 3. In the inner loop, this scheme first
performs the globally best move only once for each node of
every individual in the population. Similar to the local best
move of a node obtained by the local moving scheme in
Section III-F, the globally best move of a node is performed
as follows. For each node i in the network, we first find all its
neighbors and then move node i from its community into the
community of its each neighbor j to generate a new partition,
after which the increase of modularity of the new partition
is calculated. Subsequently, we compute all the increase of
modularity for all neighbors of node i and then move node
i into the community for which the increase of modularity
of the new partition is maximum. In the above globally best
move, each node is moved only once, but is not restricted to
increase the modularity of the new generated partition for this
move of the node which is a little different from the local
best move in Section III-F. After all the nodes have finished
the globally best move, the above process is then performed
repeatedly from the best found partition (i.e., the partition with
the maximum modularity) until the best found partition has
not been improved in the moves of the last k nodes in which
k = 10log2 |n| and n is the number of nodes in the network
since experimental results in [37] showed that terminating
the inner loop at that time was much more efficient and
rarely less effective. In the outer loop, each individual in the
population performs the process in the inner loop iteratively
until no any partition with improved modularity for nodes can
be found. The schematic representation of the adapted KL
moving scheme is shown in Fig. 5.
H. Recursive partitioning scheme
CoCoMi employs a recursive partitioning (RP) scheme
[38] as follows to solve the resolution limit problem of the
modularity [24].
After obtaining the partitioning of the network into com-
munities, CoCoMi ignores the links among communities and
considers each community as a disjoint subnetwork. Then,
CoCoMi is recursively applied to optimize all these dis-
joint subnetworks separately to partition each subnetwork
into smaller communities until all smaller communities are
detected in this subnetwork. To determine when to terminate
the recursive partitioning, we adopt the stop strategy proposed
in [38] which works as follows. During the process of recursive
partitioning of each subnetwork, we first record the modularity
of the new partition obtained by CoCoMi. If the modularity
Q is smaller than a threshold Qmin, which indicates that
the subnetwork has no strong sub-community structure, we
then stop the recursive partitioning of the subnetwork. In our
implementation, we use Qmin = 3.0 since most real-world
networks have Q ≤ 0.3 [26]. However, some subnetworks
might have modularity values larger than Qmin by chance
[38] due to sparsity but not because of strong sub-community
structure, therefore, the recursive partitioning is not necessary.
To address this problem, we use the same Monte-Carlo method
in [38] to estimate the statistical significance of the modularity
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of the new partition as follows. We first generate N random
networks in which the edges are randomly rewired but each
node has the same degree as in the subnetwork [26], and
then use CoCoMi to partition them to compute the mean
and variance of the modularity of each random network.
The modularity of the ith random network is denoted as Qi.
Subsequently, we calculate the Z-score [38] of the modularity
Q as follows:
Z-score =
Q− 〈Q〉
σQ
, (6)
where 〈Q〉 and σQ are the mean and standard deviation
of the modularity of all these previously generated random
subnetworks Qi, i = 1, · · · , N . A high Z-score means the
modularity of the partition of the subnetwork is less likely to
occur by chance, which indicates strong sub-community struc-
ture. According to [38], we adopt Z-score = 2 corresponding
to a p-value of 0.05 as the cutoff, that is, if Z-score is not
smaller than 2, then we continue the recursive partitioning
process; otherwise, we stop the recursive partitioning process.
IV. BENCHMARK EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental settings
In this section, the performance of CoCoMi is evaluated
on nine well-known real-world networks and three synthetic
networks. CoCoMi is implemented in MATLAB 7.0 and all
the experiments are performed on Windows XP SP2 with a
Pentium Dual-Core 2.5GHz processor and 2.0GB RAM.
The parameters in CoCoMi are set as follows: the pop-
ulation size is 30; the maximum number of generations is
gmax = 100; the mutation rate for the global network mutation
operator is set to be 0.2; for the standard DE in which the
“rand/1” mutation operator is employed, the scaling factor is
F = 0.9.
For comparison, we implement three EA-based module
identification algorithms (e.g., CCDECD [13], MOGA-Net
[11] and Meme-Net [10]), and their number of function evalu-
ations is set to be the same as that of CoCoMi. We also adopted
an MATLAB implementation of the Newman’s fast algorithm
described in [27] which we refer to as Fast-Nm from [39]
for comparison. Except for Fast-Nm which is a deterministic
algorithm, all the other four stochastic comparison algorithms
(i.e., CoCoMi, CCDECD, MOGA-Net and Meme-Net) are
executed 30 runs in all experiments.
B. Benchmark complex networks
We used tweleve widely used benchmark networks, includ-
ing nine real-world benchmark networks and three synthetic
complex networks to evaluate the performance of CoCoMi.
These nine real-world complex networks can be grouped into
three categories: 1) four well-known small-scale benchmark
networks with known community structures, which provide
gold-standards, i.e., normalized mutual information (NMI)
[40] defined as Equation (7), for the evaluation of the perfor-
mance of detecting natural communities of CoCoMi; 2) five
medium to large scale benchmark networks for the evaluation
of the scalability of CoCoMi. The characteristics of these nine
TABLE I
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF 12 REAL-WORLD AND SYNTHETIC NETWORKS.
Network #Vertices #Edges Type
Ring 30 40 synthetic
Y-shaped 50 424 synthetic
Ring K4 64 112 synthetic
Karate 34 78 social
Dolphin 62 159 social
Books 105 441 social
Football 115 613 social
C.elegans 453 2040 biology
Email 1133 5451 social
Erdo¨s 6927 11850 co-author
PGP 10680 24316 social
Cond-Mat 27519 116181 co-author
networks are summarized in Table I. Moreover, we also use
another three well-known synthetic benchmark networks [24]
(i.e., a Ring network, a Y-shaped network and a Ring K4
network) to evaluate the effectiveness of CoCoMi for solving
the resolution limitation problem [24].
C. Performance metrics
1) Normalized Mutual Information (NMI): NMI [40] is
an information-theoretic measure of the agreement between
two partitions. Suppose that A denotes the real partition and
B denotes a predicted partition in the network, we can define
a confusion matrix N, where the rows correspond to the real
communities defined in A, and the columns correspond to the
predicted communities found in B. The element Nij of N is
the number of nodes in the real community i that appear in
the predicted community j. Based on the above definition of
N, NMI is defined as follows:
NMI(A,B) =
−2∑cAi=1∑cBj=1Nij log( NijnNi.N.j )∑cA
i=1Ni.log(
Ni.
n ) +
∑cB
j=1N.j log(
N.j
n )
,
(7)
where cA is the number of real communities in A and cB is
the number of predicted communities in B; Ni. is the sum
over row i and N.j is the sum over column j of matrix N,
and n is the total number of nodes in the network.
From the Equation (7), we can see that if A is equal to
B, NMI takes its maximum value of 1. If B is completely
different from A, NMI is equal to 0.
2) Modularity Q: For those medium to large scale bench-
mark networks, since they do not have known community
structures, the modularity defined as Equation (5) in Section
III-C is used as the performance metric to measure the quality
of the community structures detected in these networks. As
mentioned in the introduction of Section I, modularity suffers
from the so-called resolution limit problem [24]. Therefore,
the modularity should be seen as an performance metric to
evaluate the optimization performance on the modularity (fit-
ness function), rather than the performance of finding natural
community divisions of the network.
D. Results and discussion
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Fig. 6. The partition result of the football network.
1) Small-scale benchmark networks with known community
structure: We first validate the performance of CoCoMi to
detect natural communities on four small-scale benchmark
networks with known community structures, i.e., the Zachary’s
karate club network [41] referred to as Karate network, the
Dolphin network [42], the American college football network
[41] referred to as Football network whose partition result
is shown in Fig. 6, and the network of books on American
politics [43] referred to as Books network.
We compare the performance of CoCoMi with that of
other four modularity identification algorithms (i.e., Meme-
Net [10], MOGA-Net [11], CCDECD [13] and Fast-Nm [27]).
In the experiments, on these above four networks we executed
CoCoMi 30 runs which is the same as that of the other three
stochastic comparison algorithms (i.e., CCDECD, MOGA-Net
and Meme-Net). The experimental results for these five algo-
rithms are presented in Table II, in which the best, average and
standard deviation values of Q and NMI (i.e., Qbst, Qavg ,
Qstd, NMIbst, NMIavg and NMIstd) are used to compare
the performance of these five algorithms. In order to test the
significant difference among results of these five algorithms,
the statistical method called the analysis of variance (ANOVA)
[44], [45], [46] is adopted in Table II. Note that for CCDECD,
MOGA-Net, Meme-Net and Fast-Nm in Table II, we collected
some results from literatures (i.e., [10], [11] and [13]), and run
the codes of these four comparison algorithms to obtain the
other results which could not be found from literatures.
From Table II, it can be seen that among all these five
algorithms CoCoMi always obtained the best Qbst and Qavg
values for the Karate, Dolphin, Football and Books networks.
Moreover, with respect to the NMI’s best value NMIbst and
average value NMIavg , the results obtained by CoCoMi are
equal or better than that obtained by the other four competitors
(i.e., CCDECD, MOGA-Net, Meme-Net and Fast-Nm) on
these Karate, Football, Dolphin and Books networks. From the
statistical analysis by ANOVA, we can see that, for the Karate
network, results of CoCoMi are significantly better than that
of MOGA-Net and Fast-Nm. Since CoCoMi, CCDECD and
Meme-Net obtain the same results on the Karate network, no
significantly difference is detected by ANOVA among results
of these three algorithms. Moreover, for the Dolphin, Football
and Books networks, results of CoCoMi are significantly better
than that of the other four comparison algorithms as indicated
in Table II. Therefore, the above experimental results clearly
show that CoCoMi can effectively identify modules in small-
scale real-world networks.
2) Medium to large scale benchmark networks: In this
section, five well-known median to large scale benchmark
complex networks are used to further test the scalability of
CoCoMi, i.e., the C. elegans metabolic network [47] referred
to as C. elegans network, a university e-mail network [48]
referred to as Email network, a network of users of the
pretty good privacy (PGP) algorithm for secure information
transactions [49] referred to as PGP network, the relationships
between authors that shared a paper in cond-mat [50] referred
to as Cond-Mat network and the Erdo¨s collaboration network
[51] referred to as Erdo¨s network.
The performance of CoCoMi is compared with that of other
five modularity identification algorithms (i.e., EO [8], PBD
[9], LPA [52], SDJB [53] and SC [54]) on these above five
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE COCOMI, MEME-NET, MOGA-NET AND FAST-NM ALGORITHMS FOR THE KARATE, DOLPHIN, FOOTBALL AND
BOOKS NETWORKS. NOTE THAT THE BEST RESULT FOR EACH BENCHMARK NETWORK AMONG THE COMPARED ALGORITHMS IS HIGHLIGHTED IN
BOLDFACE. THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA) IS PERFORMED AMONG RESULTS, AND RESULTS WITH ASTERISKS INDICATE THESE RESULTS ARE
SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM RESULTS OF COCOMI.
Network Algorithm Qbst Qavg ±Qstd NMIbst NMIavg ±NMIstd
Karate
CoCoMi 0.420 0.420± 0.0000 0.687 0.687± 0.0000
CCDECD 0.420 0.420± 0.0000 0.687 0.687± 0.0000
Meme-Net 0.420 0.420± 0.0000 0.687 0.687± 0.0000
MOGA-Net 0.415 0.415± 0.0000∗ 0.602 0.602± 0.0000∗
Fast-Nm 0.381 0.381± 0.0000∗ 0.652 0.652± 0.0000∗
Dolphin
CoCoMi 0.5285 0.5267± 0.0031 0.930 0.884± 0.0282
CCDECD 0.5216 0.52078± 0.00026∗ 0.930 0.800± 0.040∗
Meme-Net 0.5191 0.5096± 0.0043∗ 0.586 0.569± 0.035∗
MOGA-Net 0.508 0.505± 0.009∗ 0.549 0.506± 0.046∗
Fast-Nm 0.496 0.496± 0.0000∗ 0.573 0.573± 0.0000∗
Football
CoCoMi 0.605 0.6042± 0.0011 0.932 0.898± 0.0076
CCDECD 0.605 0.60382± 0.00089∗ 0.930 0.891± 0.022∗
Meme-Net 0.603 0.5952± 0.010∗ 0.911 0.890± 0.033∗
MOGA-Net 0.522 0.515± 0.016∗ 0.798 0.775± 0.023∗
Fast-Nm 0.549 0.549± 0.0000∗ 0.762 0.762± 0.0000∗
Books
CoCoMi 0.5271 0.5266± 0.0012 0.560 0.559± 0.0018
CCDECD 0.5268 0.5256± 0.0012∗ 0.554 0.553± 0.0023∗
Meme-Net 0.5255 0.5222± 0.0029∗ 0.540 0.538± 0.0063∗
MOGA-Net 0.5207 0.518± 0.004∗ 0.544 0.536± 0.025∗
Fast-Nm 0.502 0.502± 0.0000∗ 0.531 0.531± 0.0000∗
TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE COCOMI, LPA, SDJB, SC, PBD AND EO ALGORITHMS FOR THE C.elegans, EMAIL, ERDO¨S, PGP AND COND-MAT
NETWORKS. NOTE THAT THE BEST RESULT FOR EACH BENCHMARK NETWORK AMONG THE COMPARED ALGORITHMS IS HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLDFACE
AND THE SYMBOL ‘-’ INDICATES THAT THE RESULTS OF THE CORRESPONDING ALGORITHMS CANNOT BE FOUND FROM LITERATURES.
Network CoCoMi LPA SDJB SC PBD EO
C. elegans 0.452 0.452 0.452 0.450 0.4164 0.4342
Email 0.583 0.582 0.580 0.575 − 0.5738
Erdo¨s 0.718 − − − 0.6817 0.6520
PGP 0.886 0.884 0.867 0.878 − 0.8459
Cond-Mat 0.8129 0.755 0.737 − 0.7251 0.6790
networks and CoCoMi is also executed 30 runs. We summarize
the experimental results of these six algorithms in Table III, in
which the best value of Q (i.e., Qbst) are used as the metric.
Note that in Table III the experimental results for LPA, SDJB,
SC, EO and PBD algorithms are collected from literatures
(i.e., [8], [9] and [36]) and the symbol ‘-’ indicates that the
results of these corresponding algorithms cannot be found
from literatures.
From Table III, we can see that among all these six algo-
rithms CoCoMi always obtained the best Qbst value of 0.452,
0.583, 0.718, 0.886 and 0.8129 on the C.elegans, Email,
Erdo¨s, PGP and Cond-Mat networks respectively. Compared
with the results of SC, PBD and EO algorithms on the
C. elegans network, CoCoMi detected better partition with
higher Qbst which is the same as that of LPA and SDJB
algorithms. On the other Email, Erdo¨s, PGP and Cond-Mat
networks, CoCoMi always found the best partitions with the
highest Qbst among all these six algorithms.
Moreover, we also compare the performance of CoCoMi
with that of other four comparison algorithms (i.e., CCDECD,
Meme-Net, MOGA-Net and Fast-Nm) on these above five
networks (i.e., C.elegans, Email, Erdo¨s, PGP and Cond-
Mat networks), and summarize their results in Table IV, in
terms of the best, average and standard deviation values of
Q (i.e., Qbst, Qavg and Qstd). In addition, we also used the
analysis of variance (ANOVA) [44] to determine significant
difference among results of these five algorithms in Table
IV. Note that in Table IV, we collected some results from
literatures (i.e., [10], [11] and [13]) for these four comparison
algorithms (i.e., CCDECD, MOGA-Net, Meme-Net and Fast-
Nm), and generated the other results which could not be found
from literatures by running the codes of these algorithms.
From Table IV, we can see that CoCoMi can always achieve
best partitions with the highest Qbst and Qavg among these
five algorithms on these networks. Moreover, the statistical
analysis by ANOVA also shows that results of CoCoMi are
significantly better than that of the other four comparison
algorithms on these five networks in Table IV. Thus, it can
be concluded that CoCoMi has a very excellent scalability on
module identification in real-world networks.
3) Resolution limit benchmark networks: To show the ef-
fectiveness of CoCoMi for solving the resolution limitation
problem in modularity optimization, we also employ three
well-known benchmark networks [24], i.e., a Ring network,
a Y-shaped network and a Ring K4 network. The Ring
network as shown in Fig. 7(a) includes 30 nodes and 40
edges. Moreover, this network is partitioned into 10 identical
communities named K3 and each one of them consists of 3
nodes and 3 edges. And the Y-shaped network as shown in
Fig. 7(b) includes 50 nodes and 424 edges. From Fig. 7(b),
we can see that this network is partitioned into 4 communities
in which each one of the first two communities named K20
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TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE COCOMI, CCDECD, MEME-NET,
MOGA-NET AND FAST-NM ALGORITHMS FOR THE C.elegans, EMAIL,
ERDO¨S, PGP AND COND-MAT NETWORKS. NOTE THAT THE BEST RESULT
FOR EACH BENCHMARK NETWORK AMONG THE COMPARED ALGORITHMS
IS HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLDFACE. THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA)
IS PERFORMED AMONG RESULTS, AND RESULTS WITH ASTERISKS
INDICATE THESE RESULTS ARE SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM RESULTS
OF COCOMI.
Network Algorithm Qbst Qavg ±Qstd
C.elegans CoCoMi 0.4520 0.4514± 0.0004CCDECD 0.4507 0.4486± 0.0013∗
Meme-Net 0.4413 0.4331± 0.0038∗
MOGA-Net 0.4336 0.4267± 0.0079∗
Fast-Nm 0.4001 0.4001± 0.0000∗
Email CoCoMi 0.5828 0.5820± 0.0006CCDECD 0.5808 0.5805± 0.0013∗
Meme-Net 0.5596 0.5563± 0.0073∗
MOGA-Net 0.5272 0.5196± 0.0075∗
Fast-Nm 0.4796 0.4796± 0.0000∗
Erdo¨s CoCoMi 0.7180 0.7178± 0.0001CCDECD 0.6980 0.6873± 0.0020∗
Meme-Net 0.6828 0.6797± 0.0093∗
MOGA-Net 0.6307 0.6181± 0.0103∗
Fast-Nm 0.6533 0.6533± 0.0000∗
PGP CoCoMi 0.8859 0.8857± 0.0002CCDECD 0.8842 0.8838± 0.0023∗
Meme-Net 0.8516 0.8488± 0.0035∗
MOGA-Net 0.8191 0.8141± 0.0035∗
Fast-Nm 0.7329 0.7329± 0.0000∗
Cond-Mat CoCoMi 0.8129 0.8125± 0.0003CCDECD 0.7706 0.7703± 0.0018∗
Meme-Net 0.7396 0.7356± 0.0086∗
MOGA-Net 0.7263 0.7151± 0.0105∗
Fast-Nm 0.6683 0.6683± 0.0000∗
consists of 20 nodes and 190 edges, while each one of the last
two communities named K5 consists of 5 nodes and 20 edges.
Similar to the Ring network, the Ring K4 network consists
of 64 nodes and 112 edges. Moreover, it is partitioned into
16 identical communities and in each community there are 4
nodes and 6 edges.
In this section, we compare the performance of CoCoMi
with that of the other four algorithms (i.e., CCDECD, Meme-
Net, MOGA-Net and Fast-Nm). The results obtained by these
four algorithms are summarized in Table V, in which the
best, average and standard deviation values of the number of
communities (denoted as gbst, gavg and gstd respectively) of
the obtained partitions are used to compare the performance
of these five algorithms and the analysis of variance (ANOVA)
[44] is also employed to test significant difference among
results.
From Table V, it can be seen that CoCoMi correctly and
consistently detected all these 10, 4 and 16 communities in
the Ring, Y-shaped and Ring K4 networks respectively in
all runs. However, due to the resolution limit problem, the
other four algorithms (i.e., CCDECD, Meme-Net, MOGA-Net
and Fast-Nm) failed to detect all those true communities in
some runs on these three networks, and achieved a partition
in which some communities include two or more small true
communities. In addition, from the statistical analysis by
ANOVA, it indicates that results of CoCoMi are also signifi-
cantly better than that of other three comparison algorithms
(i.e., Meme-Net, MOGA-Net and Fast-Nm) on these three
networks. Although no significant statistical difference exists
between results of CCDECD and CoCoMi, CCDECD failed to
find true partitions in several runs out of 30 runs on these three
networks. Thus, we can conclude that CoCoMi overcomes the
resolution limitation problems in modularity optimization in
complex networks.
TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE COCOMI, CCDECD, MEME-NET,
MOGA-NET AND FAST-NM ALGORITHMS FOR THE RING, Y-SHAPED AND
RING K4 NETWORKS. NOTE THAT THE BEST RESULT FOR EACH
BENCHMARK NETWORK AMONG THE COMPARED ALGORITHMS IS
HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLDFACE. THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA) IS
PERFORMED AMONG RESULTS, AND RESULTS WITH ASTERISKS INDICATE
THESE RESULTS ARE SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM RESULTS OF
COCOMI.
Network Algorithm gbst gavg ± gstd
Ring
CoCoMi 10 10± 0.0000
CCDECD 10 9.9333± 0.2537
Meme-Net 10 9.2000± 0.8469∗
MOGA-Net 7 6.2333± 0.4302∗
Fast-Nm 5 5± 0.0000∗
Y-shaped
CoCoMi 4 4± 0.0000
CCDECD 4 3.9000± 0.3051
Meme-Net 4 3.8333± 0.3790∗
MOGA-Net 3 3± 0.0000∗
Fast-Nm 3 3± 0.0000∗
Ring K4
CoCoMi 16 16± 0.0000
CCDECD 16 15.9000± 0.3051
Meme-Net 16 15.3667± 0.7649∗
MOGA-Net 10 8.4667± 0.8193∗
Fast-Nm 8 8± 0.0000∗
TABLE VI
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE COCOMI, COCOMI-NNG,
COCOMI-NLS AND COCOMI-NKL ALGORITHMS ON THE EMAIL
NETWORK. NOTE THAT THE BEST RESULT FOR EACH BENCHMARK
NETWORK AMONG THE COMPARED ALGORITHMS IS HIGHLIGHTED IN
BOLDFACE. THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA) IS PERFORMED
AMONG RESULTS, AND RESULTS WITH ASTERISKS INDICATE THESE
RESULTS ARE SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM RESULTS OF COCOMI.
Algorithm Qbst Qavg ±Qstd
CoCoMi 0.583 0.582± 0.0006
CoCoMi-nNG 0.549 0.541± 0.0057∗
CoCoMi-nLS 0.568 0.561± 0.0047∗
CoCoMi-nKL 0.514 0.501± 0.0057∗
E. Validation of schemes in CoCoMi
The CoCoMi algorithm employs three distinct schemes
to optimise modularity for community detection, e.g., node
grouping scheme (see Section III-E), local moving scheme
(see Section III-F) and adapted Kernighan-Lin (KL) moving
scheme (see Section III-G). To validate the efficiency of these
above three schemes in CoCoMi, we designed three compar-
ison algorithms. The first comparison algorithm was obtained
by replacing the node grouping scheme in CoCoMi with the
random grouping scheme as in CCDECD [13] and named
as CoCoMi-nNG. By removing the local moving scheme
in CoCoMi, we generated the second comparison algorithm
termed as CoCoMi-nLS. The third comparison algorithm was
constructed by deleting the adapted KL scheme in CoCoMi
and termed as CoCoMi-nKL. We executed these three com-
parison algorithms 30 times on the above Email network [48],
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and the experimental results and those results of CoCoMi are
shown in Table VI in terms of the best, average and standard
deviation values of Q (i.e., Qbst, Qavg and Qstd) and the
significant difference among these results are also tested by
the analysis of variance (ANOVA) [44].
From the Table VI, CoCoMi obtains the best Qbst, Qavg
and Qstd compared with the other three algorithms on this
Email network. Moreover, CoCoMi-nKL obtained the worst
Qbst and Qavg among these four algorithms which shows the
efficiency of the adapted KL scheme to improve the global
search ability of CoCoMi. In addition, CoCoMi-nNG obtained
the worse Qbst and Qavg than CoCoMi and CoCoMi-nLS,
which demonstrates the efficiency of grouping a network into
several subnetworks by using the node grouping schemes in
CoCoMi. Furthermore, the bad Qbst and Qavg values obtained
by CoCoMi-nLS indicate that the local search scheme can
improve the local search ability of CoCoMi and increase
the change to find the optimal partitions of communities in
networks. The statistical analysis by ANOVA demonstrates
that results of CoCoMi are also significantly better than that
of the other three algorithms. Therefore, by using these above
schemes, CoCoMi can detect community structures efficiently
especially in large-scale complex networks.
V. APPLICATION TO GLIOMA TUMOUR DISEASE MODULE
IDENTIFICATION
“Disease module” is formally defined as a group of inter-
acting components such as genes, proteins and metabolites
that collectively contribute the development of disease in the
biological network [55]. As shown in Fig. 8, the “disease
module” is different from the other two distinct phenomena
(i.e., the “topological module” and the “functional module”).
A topological module shown in the Fig. 8(a) is a pure network
property and represents a locally dense neighborhood in which
nodes have a higher tendency to interact with each other than
with nodes outside the neighborhood in a network. However,
a functional module shown in the Fig. 8(b) represents the
aggregation of nodes of similar or related function in a
network. By using disease modules as biomarkers for disease
diagnosis and prognosis, we can obtain better accuracy and re-
producibility than those derived without network information.
More importantly, by further investigation of disease modules
we will be able to gain insights into the molecular mechanisms
of disease, e.g., to identify the interacting cellular pathways
or even the driver mutation that initialize the disease, which
ultimately will lead to novel therapeutic targets.
Recently, many MI algorithms have been proposed for
disease module identification [56], [57], [58], [59], [60], [61],
[62], [63], [64]. According to local hypothesis, all cellular
components in the same topological module are very likely to
have the same molecular function and thus to be involved in
the same disease [55]. Therefore, by identifying topological
modules, we will be able to identify functional modules and
then discover disease modules which overlap with topological
modules.
Gliomas [65] are the most common brain tumour which
make up 30% of all brain and central nervous system
tumors and 80% of all malignant brain tumors. According
to World Health Organization (WHO) classification system
[66], gliomas can be classified into 4 grades, e.g., grades 1-
4. The prognosis for patients with high grade, e.g., grade 4
gliomas (also called glioblastoma multiform) is generally poor,
with less than a 12-month average survival after diagnosis.
However, the prognosis of low grade gliomas is much more
optimistic, with a median survival of 11.6 years [67]. However,
50% to 75% all these low grade glioma patients will inevitable
progress to a higher grade and ultimately death. Is it possible to
prevent low grade gliomas progress to high grades? To answer
this question we need to understand the molecular mechanisms
of glioma progression.
We apply CoCoMi to a Protein-Protein interaction network
[68] to identify disease modules that can differentiate low
grade glioma (grade II) and high grade Glioblastoma (grade
IV). Our aim is to use these disease modules to unveil the
molecular mechanisms of glioma progression.
A. Dataset and preprocessing
We downloaded the glioma gene expression dataset
GSE4290 from NCBI GEO [69]. This dataset was collected by
Henry Ford Hospital, which consists of 23 non-tumor samples
and 157 tumor samples including 26 astrocytomas, 50 oligo-
dendrogliomas and 81 glioblastomas. The mRNA expression
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Fig. 8. (a) A topological module (shown as blue nodes). (b) A functional module (shown as green nodes). (c) A disease module (shown as red nodes).
profiling of the samples was conducted using the Affymetrix
Human Genome U-133 plus 2.0 GeneChip. After preprocess-
ing (i.e., normalization) the raw files, we compared the gene
expression 81 grade IV astrocytoma or glioblastoma samples
and 45 grade II astrocytoma samples. The comparisons were
conducted using the R simpleaffy package. We defined signif-
icantly differently expressed (up and down-regulated) genes
(SDEGs) as genes with fold changes greater than 1.5 and are
significantly different between groups with a t-test p value
< 0.001. In total, we selected 5756 genes as SDEGs. We
then constructed a protein-protein interaction (PPI) network
from the 5756 SDEGs using Michigan Molecular Interaction
(MiMI) protein interactions databases [70], which merged and
integrated a number of protein interactions databases such as
BioGRID [71] and HPRD [72]. Those isolated SDEGs that
do not have interactions with other SDEGs were filtered out.
Several small networks with less than 10 nodes were also
excluded. The resulting PPI network consists of 1423 nodes
(SDEGs) and 3893 edges (PPI), and is called glioma grading
PPI (GGPPI) network as shown in Fig. 9.
B. CoCoMi identifies modules with higher quality than other
algorithms
Since we do not have any prior knowledge how the GGPPI
network should be partitioned, we cannot use NMI to measure
the performance of CoCoMi. However, the members of a high
quality topological module in a biological network should have
a similar or relevant biological function. Therefore, the quality
of a module based on the biological function homogeneity
can be evaluated based on Gene Ontology (GO) [73], which
annotate the function of genes and group them into categories
by some common biological properties. In order to give a
more quantitative measure, we employ the functional linkage
enrichment (FLE) score [74] which is defined as:
FLE =
N∑
i
(funsimavg,i − funsimrand), (8)
where i refers to the ith partitioned module, N is the total
number of partitioned modules, funsimavg,i is the averaged
funsim score [75] of all gene pairs in the ith partitioned
module, and funsimrand is the random funsim score of a
pair of genes in the genome. The funsim score of a pair of
genes is described in [75] and ranges from 0 to 1 in which a
higher score represents stronger functional linkage between a
pair of genes. Moreover, the funsim score considers all GO
terms associated with the two genes and the specificity of each
GO term. According to the definition of the FLE score, if a
partition of a network has a higher FLE score it will have
more number of modules with enriched functionally related
genes.
Using FLE, we compare the quality of the network parti-
tions obtained CoCoMi with those of other algorithms, e.g.,
CCDECD, Meme-Net, MOGA-Net and Fast-Nm used in our
previous experiments. We also use MCODE which is a popular
module identification algorithm [76] as implemented as a
plugin of Cytoscape [77]. Finally, we remove the recursive
partitioning (RP) scheme from CoCoMi and obtain a com-
parison algorithm named as CoCoMi-nRP, to investigate its
contribution to the disease module identification. As shown in
Fig. 10(a), the partition of modules obtained by CoCoMi has
the highest FLE score of 104.3709, which is higher than the
partition of modules obtained by the other algorithms. It is
interesting to note from Fig. 10(a) that, without recursive par-
titioning scheme, the FLE score of CoCoMi-nRP is far worse
than that of CoCoMi, CCDECD, Meme-Net and MCODE but
similar to that of Fast-Nm and MOGA-Net.
According to the definition of the FLE score, the increase
of FLE score may be resulted from random partitioning
when some modules enriched with functionally related genes
are randomly partitioned into more modules [74]. Since we
introduced the recursive partitioning scheme to solve the
resolution limit problem, it is particularly necessary to check
whether the higher FLE of the modules identified by our
CoCoMi algorithm are due to the random partitioning or
biologically plausible. To do this, we use CoCoMi without
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Fig. 9. The protein-protein interaction network that can differentiate grade II and grade IV gliomas.
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Fig. 10. (a) The FLE scores of partitions of modules obtained by the CoCoMi, CoCoMi-nRP and other algorithms on the GGPPI network. (b) The FCS
of modules of CoCoMi-nRP on the GGPPI network. (c) The FDS of modules of CoCoMi-nRP on the GGPPI network. Red circles indicate modules that
cannot be no further partitioned by the RP scheme in CoCoMi.
recursive partitioning scheme (i.e., CoCoMi-nRP) to identify
modules as baseline modules, which represent optimal com-
munity structure in terms of modularity value. Using these
baseline modules, we then adopt two additional scores, i.e.,
the functional cohesiveness score (FCS) and the functional
distinctiveness score (FDS) [74] to quantify their biological
relevance of further partitioning. Suppose a module m is one
module in the partition obtained by CoCoMi-nRP, and after
using the RP scheme it is further partitioned into K modules.
Thus FCS is defined as follows:
FCS =
K∑
i
funsimi
K × funsimm , (9)
where funsimm is the averaged funsim score between genes
in the module m, and funsimi is the averaged funsim score
between genes in the module i, and K is the total number of
newly generated modules from the module m. Similarly, FDS
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is defined as follows:
FDS =
∑
i≤K,j≤K,i6=j
(
funsimi+funsimj
funsimi,j+funsimj,i
)
K(K + 1)/2
, (10)
where funsimi and funsimj are the funsim scores of
module i and module j respectively, while funsimi,j is the
averaged funsim score between genes in module i and genes
in module j, and funsimj,i equals to funsimi,j .
According to the above definitions, the FCS evaluates the
relative enrichment of functional-related genes in the new
modules to that in the parent module, while the FDS assesses
whether the newly generated modules have relatively distinc-
tive functions between each other. Moreover, if a module
includes several functionally distinctive smaller modules, then
a successful partition for this module will result in both the
FCS and FDS larger than 1, indicating that genes inside
the new modules are more functionally cohesively related to
each other while the genes between these new modules are
functionally distinctive from each other. In contrast, a random
partitioning for a module will result in both FCS and FDS
equal to 1, while an unsuccessful partitioning for a module
will result in both FCS and FDS smaller than 1.
Fig. 10(b) and (c) show the FCS and FDS of all 22
modules obtained by CoCoMi-nRP on the GGPPI network
respectively. As we can see from Fig. 10(b), 5 modules marked
by red circles have the same FCS of 1 and their corresponding
FDS also have the same value of 1 that are also marked by
red circles in Fig. 10(c). The reason is that these 5 modules
are subjected to random partitioning and can not be further
partitioned by the RP scheme in CoCoMi. Thus both the FCS
and FDS of these 5 modules are equal to 1 which exhibits
the excellent performance of CoCoMi-nRP even without using
the RP scheme to some extent when identifying modules
in the real-world biological networks. For all the other 17
modules subjected for further partitioning by the RP scheme in
CoCoMi, both their FCS and FDS are larger than 1 as shown
in Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 10(c). Therefore, we can conclude that
the significant increase of the FLE score by the RP scheme
in CoCoMi is resulted from successfully partitioning of the
original modules obtained by CoCoMi-nRP into functionally
distinctive ones, and CoCoMi by using the RP scheme is
able to solve the resolution limit problem effectively when
identifying modules in the real-world biological networks.
C. CoCoMi identified medically relevant disease modules
Since we are interested in the underlying molecular mech-
anisms of glioma progression, we need to analyse those
modules that are most relevant to cancer progression. To this
end, we selected eight modules with known cancer genes
and further analyze them by using the Gene Ontology (GO)
[78]. The detailed information of these eight modules are
summarized in Table VII. The connections of these modules
and their GO annotation are illustrated in Fig. 11.
Some of the disease modules in Table VII are supported
by literatures. For example, gliomas usually show genetic
aberrations of genes for cell cycle regulatory process. Indeed,
we found module 3 corresponds to regulation of cell cycle.
Previous studies also show two genes in this module, e.g.,
CDK4 and CDK6 (activation of cyclin-dependent kinases 4
and 6), occurs in the majority of glioblastoma multiforme
(GBM) tumors [79]. The down regulation of CDKN2C (cyclin-
dependent kinase inhibitor 2C), a cell growth regulator that
controls cell cycle, has already been found to be associated
with GBM [79]. CCND2 (cyclin D2) has also been found
to play a critical role in GBM [80]. It is interesting to see
module 3 is a small size module with only 5 genes of which
4 genes are known cancer genes. The only unknown cancer
gene is SERTAD1 (SERTA domain containing 1), which has
been found to play an essential role in developmental and
pathological neuron death. Although not directly associated
with high grade glioma, SERTAD1 might be an interesting
gene for further investigations. It is worth mentioning that,
this small but medically significant disease module cannot be
detected by other modularity maximisation algorithms which
suffer from the resolution limit problem.
In module 8, we also found a well known cancer gene
EGFR (epidermal growth factor receptor) gene, of which the
amplification and overexpression are a feature of GBM but
are rare in low-grade gliomas [81]. It is interesting to find
that MUC1 (Mucin 1, cell surface associated) and ERBB1
epidermal growth factor receptor) genes, which are overex-
pressed in breast cancer [82] are also in the module. Their
roles in the progression of glioma are unclear and required
further investigation.
Some disease modules are novel. For example, module 1
includes BRCA1 (breast cancer 1, early onset) and BRCA2
(breast cancer 2, early onset), which are known cancer genes
for breast and ovarian cancers. Although BRCA1 and BRCA2
have not been confirmed as cancer genes for gliomas, recent
research has shown genetic links between breast cancer and
glioblastoma [83]. Indeed, researchers have proposed the idea
to use PARP (poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase), a chemical
inhibitor which was developed for breast or ovarian cancer
patients carrying BRCA1 or BRCA2 genes mutations, to treat
glioblastoma [84]. Similarity, module 8 with the Hox genes
such as HOXD13, HOXA11 and HOXD11 is also novel. The
roles of the Hox genes in oncogenesis of other cancers, e.g.,
Ovarian cancer, have been confirmed by many researchers
[85], however, our findings indicate that they might also play
an important role in the progression of glioma.
VI. CONCLUSION
To summarize, this paper has introduced the cooperative co-
evolution framework with a novel node grouping scheme and
local search operators into EA-based module identification to
handle medium to large scale complex networks. In addition,
we have also incorporated the recursive partitioning scheme
to tackle the resolution limit problem. We have tested our
CoCoMi on several benchmark real-world complex networks.
Compared with other state-of-the-art algorithms, the experi-
mental results have demonstrated that CoCoMi can effectively
handle large scale complex network up to 27, 519 nodes. Our
experimental results on a set of synthetic benchmark networks
also show that CoCoMi has also successfully addressed the
resolution limit problem.
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Fig. 11. Visualization of the eight disease modules identified by CoCoMi from the GGPPI network and their inter-module connectivity. Nodes represent
identified modules, node size represents module size and node color represents (log-transformed) fold-change in average module gene expression level compared
with normal patient samples (red - increase in average expression, green - decrease in average expression, lavender - no change in average expression). Edge
widths are proportional to connectivity (i.e., number of interacting protein pairs) between module pairs.
We have also applied CoCoMi to glioma protein interac-
tion networks to investigate the molecular mechanisms that
underpin glioma progress from low to high grades. Our results
show that disease modules identified using CoCoMi contain
well-known cancer genes which are relevant gliomas. It is
interesting to note that those unknown cancer genes in the
same module and those novel disease modules might also
play to important roles in glioma progression. Such results
has shown that CoCoMi has the potential to open whole new
areas for biological investigation that may lead to significant
advances in knowledge of diseases such as glioma.
It is worth pointing out that the largest network used to
evaluate our CoCoMi algorithm is Cond-Mat [50] with 27, 519
nodes and 116, 181 edges. Compared with the largest social
networks available on Stanford Large Network Dataset Col-
lection [86], Friendster social network, which has 65, 608, 366
nodes and 1, 806, 067, 135 edges, our used largest network
Cond-Mat is still relative small (although it is larger than
the smallest network on Stanford Large Network Dataset
Collection). How to scale up EA-based module identification
algorithms to handle even larger complex networks is an open
question to the researchers in the field.
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